Jean Stamsta (1936-2013)
From the Kohler Foundation:
Jean Stamsta from Monches, WI was renowned for pioneering the art of tubular weaving. She created imaginative, colorful landscapes and still-lives,
often combining fabric, paint, mirrors and glitter. Her work has been placed
in the collections of many public institutions, including the Milwaukee Art
Museum, American Crafts Museum, Arkansas Art Center, Museum of Fine
Arts in Columbus, Ohio, and the Cleveland Museum of Art.
From 100 Years of Wisconsin Art:

Jean Stamsta received her BS and BA degrees in 1958 from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. She has
also studied at the Haystack Mountain School of Crafts in Deer Isle, Maine and at the Fiberworks Center for
Textile Research in Berkeley, California. She has translated a lifelong love for the color and texture of fabric
into a highly individualized style. Though her works originally took the form of three-dimensional fiber sculptures, she has more recently included fabric and paper elements in her collaged wall hangings. Stamsta often
weaves own fabrics, but is always looking for new and unusual materials. Stamsta prefers to use polyester
double-knits, metallics, and other “glitzy” fabrics.
She has taught at various Wisconsin institutions, including UW-M, Mount Mary and Alverno Colleges, as well
as Northern Michigan University, in Marquette, and at the Rochester Institute of Technology, New York.
From the Carroll University (Waukesha, WI) website art gallery page:
Donated to Carroll University by the Kohler Foundation in 2011, the 94-piece Stamsta Collection showcases
works from each of Jean Stamsta's (1936–2013) major artistic periods—from early tubular weaving to her
final pieces inspired by winters spent in Hawaii. Stamsta's playful and innovative vision, her fearless and joyful use of material and her love of color, pattern and humor cannot be missed in the hallways, classrooms
and lobbies of the Center for Graduate Studies, where much of the collection is on permanent display.
Jean Stamsta was a fiber artist renown for pioneering the art of tubular weaving. She also created imaginative landscapes and still-lives in wildly colorful and playful paintings, and often combines fabric, paint, mirrors and glitter to create her explosive works.
Stamsta, who lived in Monches, Wis., exhibited at the American Crafts Museum, New York; Milwaukee Art
Museum; Wustum Museum, Racine, Wis.; Cleveland Museum of Art; Museum of Fine Art, Columbus, Ohio;
Arkansas Art Center; and Johnson Hill Press, Fort Atkinson, Wis. She also has exhibited in London, Switzerland, Hungary and Finland.
A graduate of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Stamsta also studied at the Haystack Mountain School
of Crafts in Maine, the Fiberwork Center for Textile Research in California and the Banff Centre in Canada.
She has won awards from UWM, Wisconsin Arts Board, Milwaukee Art Museum, Columbus (Ohio) Gallery of
Fine Arts, and Contemporary Crafts of the Americas.
Stamsta has been commissioned to create works for Froedtert Memorial Lutheran Hospital, First Wisconsin
Trust Company, Hyatt Hotel, Koss Corporation, and Associated Bank, all in Milwaukee; Waukesha Memorial
Hospital; Heritage Insurance Company, Sheboygan, Wis.; Ohio Bell; Sentry Corporation, Stevens Point, Wis.;
Heft, Dye, Heft & Paulson, Racine, Wis.; National Lead Corporation, New York; and First National Bank, Amarillo, Texas.

Fabric wall sculpture

(main level, north wall in non-fiction section)
“Purple Twist” textile (1976)
(stairwell in original building)

“Morning in
Monches
Gardens”,
(1986)
Textile, collage
(not on display
at this time)

Acrylic on paper
(north stairwell in original building)

“English Prairie”, acrylic on handmade
paper (1994)
(west wall outside library director’s
office upstairs in original building)

Acrylic & collage on canvas
(lower level by library desk)

Pink & Jade Plane, acrylic on handmade
paper with fabric (1988)
(lower level, north wall by early literature
computers)

Cast paper with applied color
(lower level, north wall by door to elevator
equipment room)

Cast paper with applied color
(lower level, east wall by computer bank)

Blue/Green, acrylic on canvas (2009)
(lower level, south wall above coatrack)

Mapplethorpe’s Irises I

Mapplethorpe’s Irises II

Acrylic on handmade paper with fabric & paint (1990)
(all in lower level staff room)
Mapplethorpe’s Irises IV
Mapplethorpe’s Irises III

